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If you do happen to have access to your
Chromebook, follow these steps to get DI
running in Windowed Mode: Create a
shortcut to the game. Click on the
Chromebook home screen, and then click
on its app drawer. Click on the DI icon to
start the application. You will want to go to
the app settings and check the box next to
Windowed Mode. If you want to disable this
feature, click on the Keyboard button next
to Windowed Mode and then click on the
check box next to Ignore Deactivation. This
will allow you to switch to windows as you
usually would by tapping the Esc button.
First of all, a warning: If you are playing on
a Chromebook, there is a good chance that
DI will not work. DI on Chrome OS is an app
that runs in safe mode and cannot see any
windows that are otherwise hidden on the
screen. This is most likely because Chrome
OS uses something called Application
Isolation , which isolates applications from
one another. Because of this, DI will not be
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able to see the window of the game you
are playing and therefore the controls will
not work as they are normally not expected
to. Now that DI is running in Windowed
mode, you should be able to toggle it back
and forth as needed. As mentioned earlier,
we would suggest that you disable the
Ignore Deactivation option since the game
often locks the pointer to a different
monitor, making it difficult to navigate.
Some mobile devices have a "launcher"
that can be used to keep apps and games
open. If you have such a device, and when
you launch Diablo Immortal, it is in the full-
screen mode, press the home key (usually
on your phone). This will cause your phone
to jump to the top of the screen, displaying
the Home screen. Open the app you want
and it will launch in full-screen.

Diablo 1 Windowed Mode

Diablo Immortal runs under DirectX 11. In
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order to support DirectX 11, you may need
to install graphics driver that supports the

Windows 10 Anniversary Update. See http:/
/support.amd.com/en-

us/download/desktop/ Pressing CTRL + ~
will open the settings window.The next two

toggle fullscreen and windowed,
respectively. If you'd like to change to Full
Screen, press T ~. If you want to go back,
press O. If you want to take a screenshot,

press Print Screen. If you're using a mouse,
use it to click the desktop. If your mouse

has an onscreen button, you can also take
a screenshot by using it.While in Settings,
you can force the game to always be in

Windowed Mode if you'd like. This is useful
if the game seems to miss frames and you
want to rule out the effects of the shortcut.
Just run the game normally until it breaks,

then skip the first checkpoint before
starting the game up again. Open the

settings menu and set Windowed Mode to
always. You can take advantage of this
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shortcut in the future to change modes if
the game isn't behaving as you'd like it to
be.The last two do two things. First, they
will make it so when you press the ~ key
for the settings menu, it won't reload the
settings settings. Second, they change

your entire shortcuts keybinds for
commands relating to the game. This is

because there are some features that can't
be used if you're playing full screen. You
can use this to change up the function of
the keys though. For example, I use ~ for
view settings and options. This makes it

easier to quickly change the map layout to
fit my view style and mouse controls.
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